An event occurring within a stationary environment, in the direction toward which an observer self-rotates, is perceived to precede a simultaneous event, in the direction away from which she moves. When self-rotation results from angular acceleration in the dark, perception of space is also distorted, such that the subjective straight-ahead shifts in the opposite direction to motion and temporal event promotion. A reference frameshift theory, based on the special theory of relativity, is proposed to explain these findings. Here, a hyperbolic tangent transformation of objective angular velocity constrains subjective self-rotation velocity within finite bounds, consistent with it being a limited perceptual resource. Identifying this subjective variable with vestibular nystagmus slowphase angular velocity, the asymptotic perceived self-rotation velocity is estimated at ~200°⁄ . When included in the Lorentz transformations of the new formalism, this value predicts experimental simultaneity distortion. Hypothetically, the hyperbolic tangent objective-to-subjective transfer function would maximize the differential entropy of the percept, and thereby also the stimulus/percept mutual information, if angular velocities of body rotation encountered in naturalistic environmental interaction have a logistic probability density distribution of scale 100°⁄ , a proposed experimental test of the scheme.
Introduction

Focus on consciousness
The superficial aim of what follows is to describe mathematically the transformation into experience of objective angular velocities of rotation, of the body relative to the environment. I will go further to suggest that this formulation is a specific application of a more general mathematical principle underlying the structure of sensory perception, notably the same principle of relativity that unites space and time in the physical domain [1] . Importantly, this specific application is also a model of consciousness, in the sense that it implies a simple mathematical relation between an aspect of sensory experience and its neural correlate: the efficient coding principle [2, 3] , describing in information theoretic terms the optimal transformation into neural code of an environmental stimulus variable, is also proposed to constrain perceptual experience. If the statistics of body rotation during prolonged environmental immersion were to fit the specific predictions of the model of selfrotation perception that will be presented, then this hypothesis would be confirmed. 3 
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A conventional explanation of these rotation-induced illusions invokes covert orienting of attention to the upcoming region of space, shortening the latency to neural (and mental) representation of stimuli presented in this region [7, 8, 9] . The explanation is problematic particularly where the accumulation of angular velocity is inferred from vestibular input, in that rotatory vestibular stimulation displaces the subjective ''straight ahead" [10, 11] and caloric vestibular stimulation displaces spontaneous head orientation [12] , in the direction opposite to that in which self-rotation would be perceived, i.e. away from the purported direction of covert attentional orientation. Teramoto et al [8] put forward an alternative hypothesis that the "reference frame for determining the order in which objects come into awareness…might be shifted to the direction of perceived self-motion and the shift amount could be in proportion to the strength of perceived selfmotion". In what follows I will propose a specific mathematical model for this reference frameshift theory of self-rotation perception.
Materials and Methods
The model to be developed is inspired by the relativity of experience under rotation: the identity of experience between a stationary subject in an environment that rotates uniformly to the right and a subject rotating uniformly to the left in a stationary environment (opposite centrifugal forces acting on the utricles of the two inner ears presumably result in vestibular inputs that exactly cancel). This contrasts to the relativity under uniform translational motion that characterizes objective physics. I will adapt the Lorentz transformations of Einstein's special relativity [1] , that apply to reference frames in relative linear motion, to the rotating reference frames of subjects and their environments, in order to reconcile this subjective relativity with reciprocal distortions in perceived simultaneity. I predict that a stationary subject will overestimate the duration of, and underestimate the angle subtended by, a stimulus co-rotating with an optokinetic field, mirroring effects on time and length respectively in special relativity [1] . I will show how the theory explains the 'gain' function of the VOR under constant angular acceleration of head and body, and derive the experimental magnitude of simultaneity distortion (above) from the measured asymptotic VOR nystagmus slow-phase velocity of 200° ⁄ [13] . I will show how a shift of the subjective 'straight ahead', that would explain the direction of tonic head and eye deviation in vestibular stimulation [12] , follows directly from application of the theory to an accelerating reference frame.
The profound philosophical implication of these results is that there is a shared virtual environment, within which every sentient protagonist interacts with the avatars of others, that is a relativistic spacetime. I will argue that what underlies the human ability to share representations of the world is a common 'yardstick' of spacetime separation that is also the actual time difference between events.
Results
Alice and Bob
Alice constructs a coordinate system for her sensory environment with which she describes the spatiotemporal location of events that she experiences. For her subjective space, she adopts spherical polar coordinates that are egocentric and shift with her body position. Here I will only be concerned with the 'longitude' coordinate around her yaw axis. She allocates zero angle of yaw (from here on, I Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 6 February 2020 doi:10.20944/preprints202002.0077.v1
will just use 'angle' or 'yaw', rather than 'longitude' or 'angle of yaw') to the perceptual 'straight ahead' that I will call her prime orientation, and ± 2 radians to the position of her shoulders. I will call the region between these angles the 'anterior hemisphere' of her 'subjective space'. Alice describes her subjective experience of time in seconds elapsed, relative to an index event. I assume that Alice associates this output of her internal 'clock' with her prime orientation, rather than it being omnipresent across her subjective space. She fills out her spatiotemporal coordinate system by extrapolating times at peripheral angles along 'lines' of perceived simultaneity.
Alice sits immobile at the center of an optokinetic drum (Figure 1 ). At various objective angles around the patterned inner surface of the drum are embedded point sources of light that occasionally flash. If the drum were stationary, then I assume that the subjective angles (for 'yaw') and times that Alice would assign to flashes would correspond without systematic bias to objective light angles and flash latencies relative to a common origin a . Actually though, the drum rotates clockwise at angular velocity such that Alice experiences an illusory sense of anticlockwise yaw rotation, known as 'vection'. a I will explore below how systematic bias in the allocation of perceived angles may occur in dynamic situations.
Note from the definition of prime orientation and the common origin that if such bias were to distort Alice's perception of 'straight ahead', then the origin of objective space would shift similarly.
Alice
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Figure 1.
Alice and Bob each sit at the center of an identical patterned optokinetic drum, rotating clockwise at angular velocity . Although their starting orientations are identical, Bob co-rotates with his drum, whereas Alice remains stationary. A red light on the inner aspect of each drum flashes at time , at an angle to Bob's right. By this stage, Bob has rotated clockwise an angle relative to Alice.
Bob sits within an identical optokinetic drum to Alice, within which identically positioned lights flash at corresponding times. This drum also rotates clockwise at angular velocity . Bob, however, is not still, but rather his seat rotates clockwise at the same angular velocity , such that he experiences an illusory sense of immobility. Bob has previously practiced with Alice describing spatiotemporal experience using her coordinate system, so that there is no systematic error between the two perceivers when reporting events within an environment that does not move. Moreover, Bob's subjective angles and times correspond without bias to actual light angles and flash latencies on the rotating drum. We conclude that a transformation that embeds these objective coordinates in Alice's subjective coordinate system will also formally relate Bob's experience to that of Alice.
Galilean relativity of self-rotation perception
We might imagine that the angular velocity of Alice's vection would be − , and that relative to an index event at the common origin of drum and subjective coordinates, she would experience a subsequent flash at an angle that exceeds its objective drum angle by the objective number of seconds elapsed times . The spatiotemporal correspondence between Bob's experience and the co-moving drum implies the following transformation from Bob's subjective coordinates to those of Alice, illustrated in Figure 2 :
The common time experienced by both perceivers, according to this classical hypothesis of perception, implies agreement between them about events that are simultaneous. It also allows us also to express Bob's coordinates in terms of Alice's:
= − The symmetry of these reciprocal relationships expresses the relativity of Alice and Bob's experience under rotation, in this case similar to Galilean relativity of linear motion in objective physics [14] (pp.
385-387).
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Special relativity of self-rotation perception
Remarkably, the experimental evidence mentioned above [8] is inconsistent with this classical hypothesis. When, as above, the drum co-rotates clockwise with Bob, a light further to the left on the drum, which he correctly perceives to flash simultaneously with one further to the right, will be perceived by Alice to occur first. Yet the relativity of experience under rotation implies that if the drum were stationary, Bob would prioritize the rightward flash to the same extent. A revised coordinate transformation that relates our protagonists' experiences must capture these same 
One combination of squared time and yaw coordinates does not involve and is the same for both protagonists (from equations (1), (2) and (5)):
While Alice and Bob are in uniform relative angular motion, they will always agree on this difference of their respective squared time and angular coordinates for an event, the square root of which, the 'proper time', serves as a common 'yardstick' for the separation of that event from the origin of a shared subjective spacetime. Note that the proper time of an event occurring at zero angle in one or other coordinate system always equals the subjective elapsed time for that protagonist. Moreover, when that protagonist co-rotates with the environment, the proper time and the subjective elapsed time equal the actual time of the event.
Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 6 February 2020 doi:10.20944/preprints202002.0077.v1 When the drum co-rotates clockwise with Bob, a stimulus on the drum that he correctly perceives to remain illuminated for one radian of time, Alice will perceive to have lasted longer (perceived duration = , taking = 0 in equation (4), see Figure 3a ). Although similar duration expansion of a moving stimulus has been described as time dilation in other experimental paradigms Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 6 February 2020 doi:10.20944/preprints202002.0077.v1 [15] , here I will term the effect on Alice's perception time contraction, in that relative to the ticks of an actual clock, seconds pass more rapidly for her inside the rotating drum.
A horizontal strip of light on the drum, which Bob correctly perceives to subtend 1 radian, Alice will perceive to be shorter (perceived angle = 1 , taking = 0 in equation (1)). Here I will call this perceived shortening angle dilation, referring to the expansion of Alice's subjective angular coordinates relative to the actual extent of the moving stimulus, when subjective spacetime is sectioned along her lines of simultaneity ( Figure 3a ). Estimation of , to allow prediction of the magnitude of these effects in experiments with optokinetic stimuli, will require quantification of perceived angular velocities and .
Objective manifestations
During the slow phase of vestibular nystagmus, the eyes follow a trajectory predicted to compensate for perceived rotation of the body. In the light, that trajectory might be modified by visual constant en bloc angular acceleration in darkness at 100°2 ⁄ [13] . Early in this accumulation of angular velocity , the 'gain' of the VOR, , approximates 1. As increases, increases to a lesser extent, approaching an asymptote of around 200°⁄ , which I take to be the limiting perceived angular velocity . The relationship between perceived and actual angular velocity mirrors that between speed and the additive quantity rapidity in special relativity [14] (p. 426), a relationship that is inherent in the Lorentz transformations above. Here I express as an objective-to-subjective 'transfer function' of , ( ). With no longer set to 1:
The excellent fit of this model to the experimental data is shown in Figure 4 . 
Uniform acceleration
Application of this model to vestibular stimulation, to predict distortions of subjective space even in the absence of rotation, will parallel Gleeson's application of special relativity to a linearly accelerating reference frame [16] . vestibular input). Note, however, that over time, will asymptote at , even as acceleration feels to be unchanging. The next task will be to describe the distortions of Alice's perceptions, as she angularly accelerates, as an embedding of objective coordinates in her spacetime.
I will argue that the embedding diagram should be as illustrated in Figure 5 , where once again we use radians as units of time, such that = 1, and Alice accelerates anticlockwise at − In Figure 5 , the same procedure has been used to define 4 increments of from − 2 . I assume that the scale of and is the same at the origin. The procedure ensures that at decreasing , objective even increments of angle correspond to exponentially decreasing subjective increments (exponentially increasing subjective increments as exceeds 1 ). These angular and temporal relations are expressed mathematically in a new system of transformations, analogous to the Lorentz transformations of constant motion:
Note that the range of objective times depicted in Figure 5 is an eternity, extending from = −∞, when Alice has infinite clockwise angular velocity, to = ∞, by which time she has acquired infinite anticlockwise rotation. Even so, this objective eternity occupies only a limited region of Alice's subjective spacetime. She might imagine events in the future of the magic point (i.e. that would be separated from it by a positive proper time) that will never objectively be realized! The exponential transformations above also have interesting implications for spatial perception. Firstly the distortion of objective space in Alice's experience persists unchanged over time, even at the moment that Alice is at rest relative to her environment (Figure 5a ). I conclude that it is not a manifestation of vection, but rather of the experience of acceleration, a subjective correlate of vestibular input, which is unchanging. Secondly, the distortion implies that Alice's default direction of head and eyes will shift relative to her objective body position. Alice's subjective straight ahead will still bisect her anterior hemisphere. In Figure 5b I depict only this segment of her subjective spacetime. Counting off the red grid lines, more objective space lies to the left than to the right of Alice's prime meridian. The discrepancy is even more apparent in Figure 6 , where Alice's perceptual coordinates are embedded in objective spacetime (utilizing equations (8) and (9) of the transformations above; note as above that objective and subjective spacetimes still share a common Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 6 February 2020 doi:10.20944/preprints202002.0077.v1 origin). Here I limit the field of view to that part of objective space that corresponds to Alice's anterior hemisphere when she is momentarily at rest. When Alice accelerates anticlockwise, the default direction of head and eyes, which corresponds to her prime meridian, is displaced to the right of the objective midpoint of her anterior hemisphere [12] . Figure 6 . Subjective angle ( ) and time ( ) coordinates from Figure 5 are embedded in a Cartesian grid of objective ( , ) coordinates, that part of objective space being displayed that corresponds to the anterior hemisphere of the anticlockwise accelerating subject's subjective space when (at = = 0) they are momentarily at rest. The prime meridian (at = = 0), the subjective 'straight ahead' that is chosen as the default orientation of head and eyes, does not bisect this objective space, but is displaced to the right of the objective midpoint. In this objective reference frame, ± trajectories (in green) are once again diagonal, and the method (see text) of mapping angular coordinates by reflections of remains valid.
Efficient perception
The challenge of representing angular velocity of self-motion in experience is similar to that faced in the subjective representation of other environmental scalar quantities. An objective variable may extend over an infinite range, although the probability distribution of values that the organism is likely to encounter may be markedly uneven. On the other hand, the subjective correlate of such an objective variable is in general finite, bounded at what I call an 'experiential horizon'. For example, events of relevance might occur at any objective distance from the subject, but optical principles dictate that more proximal events are encountered more frequently. Subjective event distance is finite, bounded at the celestial sphere. Figure 7 . The differential entropy of perception is maximized when the probability density of subjective angular velocity is uniform between experiential horizons (top left). Entropy maximization will also maximize the mutual information between and objective angular velocity of self-rotation , assuming that there is little perceptual noise. The objective-to-subjective transformation that will maximize subjective entropy is the cumulative of the probability density function of . The transfer function derived from the reference frameshift model, = tanh , with set at 200°⁄ to fit the gain of the VOR in Figure 4 and the magnitude of simultaneity distortion with vection (top right), has the same shape as the cumulative of a logistic distribution, of scale 100°⁄ (bottom). This is hypothesised to be the distribution of over a long period of environmental immersion. Considering a subjective variable as a limited perceptual resource, it is optimal to allocate a greater part of its available range to those values of the encoded objective variable that are most likely to be encountered. Angular velocity of objective self-motion is also infinite in principle, although the distribution of velocities encountered by our ancestors, shaping the evolution of our brains, is likely to have been much narrower, peaking at rest. The model presented above proposes that perceived angular velocity of self-motion is finite, bounded at experiential horizons of ± . I hypothesize that the principle guiding subjective representation within finite limits, that is responsible for the hyperbolic tangent relationship of objective to subjective angular velocity (equation (7)), is the maximization of mutual information between stimulus and percept.
The mutual information between subjective and objective angular velocity, and respectively, can be decomposed as follows:
Here, ℎ( ) is the differential entropy of the subjective variable, perhaps over a long period of environmental immersion. Conceptually, this is the total information content of this aspect of experience. Only a component of this, ( ; ), is information about the objective variable . The residual information is the conditional differential entropy ℎ( | ). Previously, I had implied, when in equation (7) I expressed as an objective-to-subjective transfer function ( ), a one-to-one relationship between these variables. More likely, varies narrowly around ( ), and it is this small residual variance that is the source of ℎ( | ). In these circumstances, ℎ( ) largely depends on ( ).
If, as predicted above, the probability density distribution of is sharply peaked at = 0, a linear ( ) would result in a peaked distribution of (between limits of ± ), such that ℎ( ) would be relatively low. A transfer function that flattened the distribution of , to maximize ℎ( ), would also maximize ( ; ), as long as it did not result in a commensurate increase in ℎ( | ). The transfer function to achieve such optimized subjective representation would be identical in shape to the cumulative distribution function of .
A hyperbolic tangent cumulative distribution function is the integral of a logistic (or sech 2 ) probability density distribution. Specifically, the transfer function used to model eye movement data in Figure 4 , with set at 200°⁄ , would optimise subjective/objective mutual information if had a logistic distribution of scale = 2 = 100°⁄ (Figure 7 ).
Discussion
The usual characterization of an optimal percept is very different to what has been presented above. Conventionally, the efficient coding principle is only said to apply to an encoding process that maximizes mutual information between a neural representation and sensory stimulus data (e.g. [17] ). According to recent accounts [18, 19] , even an efficient 'sensory representation' is unconscious. A conscious percept is said to be the end-result of a separate process of decoding, undertaken by an observer, or meta-perceiver, who looks down upon the sensory representation, armed with accurate knowledge of the prior distribution of stimuli, and the likelihood function for each possible neural measurement. From these the meta-perceiver calculates a posterior distribution on the stimulus space. Which estimate of this distribution is the optimal percept in this Bayesian sense depends on how the cost of errors is accounted [20] , but "the assumption is that the observer chooses an estimate (percept) that minimizes the expected loss" [18] . For example, choosing the mean of the posterior distribution minimizes the squared error in stimulus space of the inferred percept. Different characterizations of optimal perception reflect very different presuppositions about consciousness. At the physicalist extreme of a spectrum of views, Koch insists: "There must be an explicit correspondence between any mental event and its neuronal correlates" and "any change in a subjective state must be associated with a change in a neuronal state" [21] (p. 17). This accords with a functionalist perspective on optimality: "the biological usefulness of visual awareness (or strictly of its neural correlate)…is to produce the best current interpretation of the visual scene…and to make it available, for a sufficient time, to the parts of the brain that contemplate, plan and execute voluntary motor outputs" [22] . On the other hand, the Bayesian account verges on dualism in its refusal to consider any neural basis for the meta-perceiver. If there were no neuronal correlate of an optimal Bayesian percept, it is hard to understand how it would influence motor output. Of course, prior distributions and likelihood functions may well be stored in patterns of neural connectivity established generatively by some Hebbian process (e.g. [23] ), and estimation may well occur further up the sensory cortical hierarchy than where the stimulus is originally encoded [22] . However, if there is explicit correspondence between a percept and its neural representation in a higher-order sensory or associative cortex, surely that higher-order sensory representation should also be constrained by the efficient coding principle. If there is no residual information in subjective states, conditional on the information in the neuronal states to which they correspond, then the mutual information between stimulus and percept should also be maximized b .
If the actual angular velocity of the body over a long period of naturalistic interaction with the environment were to conform to the logistic distribution of Figure 7 , then the efficient self-rotation perception hypothesis would be confirmed. Indirectly, Koch's explicit correspondence axioms of consciousness [21] would also be supported. This is an approach now well established in computational and experimental neuroscience. Typically, one attempts to demonstrate or infer that an observer's internal model matches natural stimulus statistics, in order to test a perceptual hypothesis [28] . Usually this is a Bayesian statistical estimation framework (like that outlined above), but even the efficient coding hypothesis depends on such matching. For example, a prior probability distribution of human visual speed, reverse-engineered from trial-by-trial responses and heaviertailed than a Gaussian prior, was better predictive of perceptual behavior [29] , perhaps because of a closer correspondence to the actual distribution of retinal image velocities. Visual orientation priors, inferred by the same technique, not only improved the accuracy of judgements, but were weighted towards cardinal orientations just like the image statistics of photographs of natural scenes [30] . Of more direct relevance to the current model, the statistical structure of yaw rotation signals at the head encountered with natural environmental immersion has been recently studied [31] . The recorded distribution is centered at rest, but is much more profoundly leptokurtic than Figure 7 (although the predicted distribution here still has heavier tails than a Gaussian). However, much of the high angular velocity recorded at the head probably reflects active or passive neck turning, so the kurtosis of the distribution of body rotation is presumably much less.
The logistic or sech 2 probability distribution of Figure 7 is hypothetically also a perceptual resource allocation function on the domain of objective rotation velocities . Greater resource allocation should improve accuracy, and reduce the minimal threshold above which similar stimuli can be discriminated. This discrimination threshold for should then vary inversely with the probability density [19] . To the extent that the cosh 2 function deviates from linearity, self-rotation b If the author's quantum model of neural signalling [24, 25, 26] holds true, then this statement, and Koch's explicit correspondence axioms, would only strictly be true in the classical limit. The Mind/Brain Inequality, derived from that model's quantum information theoretic extension, implies that the information content of the conscious percept should indeed exceed that of its neural correlate [27] . Still, the argument that the stimulus-percept function should mirror the stimulus-response function, both being constrained by the optimization of mutual information, should remain valid.
perception is predicted to break Weber's Law of linearly increasing discrimination threshold for magnitude variables [32] . Wei and Stocker deduce from their Bayesian observer theory of perception (outlined above) and Weber's Law that the average deviation of the percept from the stimulus should also vary linearly with stimulus magnitude [18, 19] . Applying this theory to visual speed perception data they find perceived speeds progressively underestimate objective speeds of increasing magnitude, a negative proportionality constant between stimulus and percept, but have to invoke a different loss function to other variables (the mode rather than the mean of the posterior distribution, see above) to explain the finding [19] . The current model predicts a similar negative perceptual bias in self-rotation: − , the vertical deviation of the objective-to-subjective transfer function from the diagonal in Figure 7 . Fundamentally this is because in the current theory approximates when small, but only extends between finite limits of ± . Indeed the Bayesian characterization of the optimal percept, as one that minimizes a loss function in stimulus space, seems flawed when a finite perceptual variable represents an infinite stimulus.
As suggested above, subjective space itself seems to be limited at an experiential horizon. It would be natural, when seeking to extend a theory that is based on special relativity, to look to General Relativity for answers. I speculate that the experiential horizon of subjective space is an asymptote where apparent depth, which undergoes progressive perspective foreshortening at increasing objective distance, eventually vanishes completely. This phenomenon of subjective length dilation (as defined above) seems amenable to mathematical description with differential geometry. Considering also the lack of evidence that perceptual space should be Euclidean, and the impression that the dilation phenomenon is symmetric under rotation through three dimensions, one might hypothesize that subjective space is positively curved. If so, this might explain why angular rather than linear velocities have been found to be fundamental in the model of subjective spacetime presented above. Length dilation of perception in the direction of accelerated linear motion has been found experimentally using auditory stimuli [33] . It is likely that mathematical description of linear self-motion perception will require reconciliation of the current model of self-rotation with the proposed curvature of space to create a map of differential rotations.
Finally, it is intriguing that distortions of space, very similar to those described and modeled above in the context of perceived angular acceleration, are also a feature of the neurologic disorder of left hemispatial neglect [34] . Here a non-dominant right inferior parietal lesion causes an event prediction bias to the subject's right, toward which direction there is also bias of default head and eye orientation. Perhaps just as occurred in 20 th century physics [35, 36] , what is now a mere neurologic equivalence principle might eventually lead to field equations that formalize attention as the distortion of curvature of subjective spacetime by information .
